Abstract. We present a classification of all weighted projective spaces with at worst terminal or canonical singularities in dimension four. As a corollary we also classify all fourdimensional one-point lattice simplices up to equivalence. Finally, we classify the terminal Gorenstein weighted projective spaces up to dimension ten.
Introduction
In this paper we classify weighted projective spaces X " Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q with terminal or canonical singularities. The reader, however, need have no knowledge of the geometry involved for, as we justify below, we rapidly move to the language of combinatorics and lattice simplices with one interior lattice point. Whichever viewpoint one takes, these are important and natural objects about which surprisingly little is known beyond dimension three. In §2 we prove a number of combinatorial conditions on the weights of X; these are used in §3 to classify all four-dimensional weighted projective spaces with at worst terminal or canonical singularities. Finally §4 and §5 are dedicated to classifying terminal Gorenstein weighted projective spaces, which we do up to dimension ten.
Terminal and canonical singularities. Terminal singularities were introduced by Reid, and are unavoidable in birational geometry [Rei83] . They form the smallest class of singularities that must be allowed if one wishes to construct minimal models in dimensions three or more. Canonical singularities can be regarded as the limit of terminal singularities; they arise naturally as the singularities occurring on the canonical models of varieties of general type [Rei83, Rei87] .
In the context of toric geometry terminal and canonical singularities have a particularly elegant combinatorial description. We take this opportunity to fix our notation; for details see [Dan78] . Let M -Z n be the character lattice of the algebraic torus pCˆq n , with dual lattice N :" HompM, Zq. Write N Q :" N b Z Q for the corresponding rational vector space. A toric singularity corresponds to a strictly convex rational polyhedral cone σ Ă N Q . The cone σ is terminal if and only if:
(i) the primitive lattice points ρ 1 , . . . , ρ m corresponding to the rays of σ are contained in an affine hyperplane H u :" tv P N Q | upvq " 1u for some u P M Q ; (ii) with the exception of the origin 0 and the generators ρ i of the rays, no other lattice points of N are contained in the part of σ on or under H u , i.e.
N X σ X tv P N Q | upvq ď 1u " t0, ρ 1 , . . . , ρ m u.
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The cone σ is canonical if and only if (i) holds and
(ii 1 ) the origin 0 is the only lattice point contained in the part of σ under H u , i.e.
N X σ X tv P N Q | upvq ă 1u " t0u.
When the hyperplane H u in condition (i) corresponds to a lattice point u P M , the singularity is Gorenstein.
Weighted projective space. Let pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q P Z n`1 ą0 and define Spλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q to be the polynomial algebra Crx 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n s graded by deg x i " λ i . The projective variety Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q :" Proj pSpλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ nis called weighted projective space. Since Spλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q -Spkλ 0 , kλ 1 , . . . , kλ n q for any positive integer k, we require from here onwards that the weights pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q are coprime.
Weighted projective space can also be defined in terms of a group action: let Cˆact on C n`1 via µ¨px 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n q " pµ λ 0 x 0 , µ λ 1 x 1 , . . . , µ λn x n q.
Then Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q is given by the quotient pC n`1 zt0uq{ Cˆ. For details see [Dol82, IF00] . Any toric variety X determines, and is determined by, a fan ∆ in the lattice N ; see [Dan78] . Two toric varieties X 1 and X 2 are isomorphic if and only if the corresponding fans ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 are isomorphic with respect to some element of GL n pZq. The fan of weighted projective space can be characterised as follows. Let tρ 0 , ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n u Ă N be a set of n`1 primitive lattice points such that:
(i) λ 0 ρ 0`λ1 ρ 1`. . .`λ n ρ n " 0, where λ i P Z ą0 , gcdtλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n u " 1; (ii) the ρ i generate the lattice N .
Then, up to isomorphism, the complete simplicial fan ∆ with rays generated by the ρ i corresponds to Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q [BB92, Proposition 2]. Notice that the convex hull
is a lattice n-simplex. By a slight abuse of terminology, we refer to any simplex P Ă N Q with primitive vertices satisfying (i) and (ii) as the simplex associated with Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q; in other words, we consider simplices only up to GL n pZq-equivalence. The weighted projective space has at worst terminal singularities if and only if P X N " vertpP q Y t0u, and has at worst canonical singularities if and only if the origin is the only interior lattice point of P , that is P˝X N " t0u.
If we drop condition (ii), allowing the ρ i to generate a finite index sublattice of N , the resulting toric variety is called a fake weighted projective space [Buc08, Kas09] . In this case P is a Fano simplex: a simplex containing the origin in its strict interior, and with primitive vertices (see [KN12] for a survey of Fano polytopes). Terminal fake weighted projective spaces are in bijective correspondence with one-point lattice simplices.
We will make one additional assumption on the weights pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q P Z n`1 ą0 . We assume henceforth that they are well-formed, that is, that for each subsequence of length n, In the context of toric geometry this is not a restriction: since the ρ i are primitive lattice elements, any coprime weights are necessarily well-formed.
Dimensions three and four. The three-dimensional weighted projective spaces with at worst terminal singularities were classified in [Kas06a] ; the canonical classification was derived in [Kas10] . There are, respectively, 7 and 104 isomorphism classes. We classify four-dimensional weighted projective spaces in §3. Up to isomorphism, we find 28,686 weights giving at worst terminal singularities, and 338,752 weights giving at worst canonical singularities. The maximum degrees and sum of weights in the two cases are recorded in Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. The terminal case is particularly interesting, suggesting a conjectural form for the terminal weighted projective space of largest degree in dimension ě 4 (see Lemma 3.7 and Remark 3.8). Finally, in Theorem 3.12 we give a classification, up to equivalence, of all one-point lattice simplices in dimension four; equivalently, all four-dimensional terminal fake weighted projective spaces.
Gorenstein weighted projective space. Gorenstein weighted projective spaces give rise to reflexive simplices, that is, simplices P whose dual P _ :" tu P M Q | upvq ě´1 for all v P P u is also a lattice simplex. They have been studied in some detail: the duality of reflexive polytopes gives rise to mirror-symmetric Calabi-Yau varieties as general hypersurfaces in the corresponding toric varieties [Bat94, KS02] . The possible weights are characterised by unit partitions, that is, sums of the form 1{k 0`. . .`1{k n " 1. Using this description, Nill [Nil07] was able to derive expressions for the maximum degree and maximum sum of weights in terms of the Sylvester sequence. These bounds are sharp in the canonical case.
In §4 we concentrate on Gorenstein weighted projective spaces with at worst terminal singularities; essentially nothing is known about the behaviour of this important subclass of reflexive polytopes. Their classification in dimensions four and five are derived in Theorems 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. Higher dimensional classifications, produced with the aid of a computer, form the focus of §5. In contrast with the canonical case, the number of isomorphism classes and maximum degree grow remarkable slowly, as illustrated by Tables 1 and 5.
Terminal and canonical weighted projective space
We begin by establishing conditions on the weights when the corresponding weighted projective space is terminal or canonical. In order to do this, we will require the following notation:
Definition 2.1. Let q P Q. The integer part of q is given by tqu :" maxta P Z | a ď qu, and the fractional part of q is given by tqu :" q´tqu. Definition 2.2. Given weights pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q P Z n`1 ą0 , we denote the sum by:
Proposition 2.3. Let pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q P Z n`1 ą0 be well-formed. The weighted projective space Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q has at worst terminal singularities if and only if ř n i"0 tλ i κ{hu P t2, . . . , n´1u for each κ P t2, . . . , h´2u.
Proof. This is a generalisation of [Kas06a, Proposition 1.4]. Let P Ă N Q be the n-simplex associated with X " Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q, so that the spanning fan of P with n`1 rays Q ě0 ρ i defines X as a toric variety. By [BB92, Proposition 2] we have that vertpP q generates the lattice N ; moreover since λ 0 ρ 0`λ1 ρ 1`. . .`λ n ρ n " 0 we can write any lattice point as a sum of positive multiples of the ρ i .
Let ϕ : Z n`1 Ñ N be the map given by sending the standard basis of Z n`1 to the vertices of P , so ϕ : e i Þ Ñ ρ i´1 . We equip Z n`1 with a grading u " p1, 1, . . . , 1q P Hom`Z n`1 , Z˘, and refer to upvq as the height of v. Let
be the overlattice of Z n`1 generated by introducing the rational vector 1 h pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q, with inclusion map ι : Z n`1 ãÑ Z. We have that ϕ`1 h pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q˘" 0 P N , and ϕ induces a bijection between the points tv P Z | upvq " 1u at height one and N .
Define Γ 1 :" convt0, e 1 , . . . , e n`1 , e 1`. . .`e n`1 u to be the parallelepiped in Z n`1 generated by the standard basis elements. By making the appropriate identifications, we regard Γ 1 as a fundamental domain. Set Γ :" ιpΓ 1 q to be the corresponding image in Z. The non-vertex lattice points of P X N are in bijective correspondence with the height-one points tv P Γ X Z | upvq " 1u. The lattice points in Γ not identified with the origin are generated by multiples κˆ1 h pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q, where κ P t1, . . . , h´1u. We shall show that the representatives of these multiples in Γ are all non-zero and distinct.
Suppose that there exist κ 1 , κ 2 P t0, 1, . . . , h´1u, κ 1 ą κ 2 , such that the multiples κ j1 h pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q, j " 1, 2, identify with the same point in Γ. Then tλ i κ 1 {hu " tλ i κ 2 {hu for each i P t0, . . . , nu. Hence
and so h | pκ 1´κ2 qλ i , for each i. Since gcdtλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n u " 1 there exist µ i P Z such that µ 0 λ 0`µ1 λ 1`. . .`µ n λ n " 1. In particular,
and so h | κ 1´κ2 . But this implies that κ 1 ě h, a contradiction.
When κ " 1 we recover the origin in P . Notice that tλ i {hu ‰ 0 for any i P t0, . . . , nu, so tλ i ph´1q{hu " 1´tλ i {hu, giving:
Hence when κ " h´1 we have a point in Γ at height n. Conversely suppose that κ is such that the corresponding point in Γ is at height n. Since tλ i κ{hu ă 1 it follows that tλ i κ{hu ‰ 0 for any i P t0, . . . , nu. We see that
Since none of the remaining points given by κ P t2, . . . , h´2u can correspond to either the origin of P or to a vertex of P , the result follows.
Proposition 2.4. Let Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q have at worst terminal singularities. Then
for all sequences of n´1 weights given by omitting λ i and λ j , where 0 ď i ă j ď n.
We have:
Since the weighted projective space is terminal the triangle with vertices t0, ρ i , ρ j u is lattice point free, thus there exists an element of GL n pZq sending ρ i Þ Ñ e 1 and ρ j Þ Ñ e 2 . Hence it must be that m | λ i and m | λ j . Since the weights are coprime, m " 1.
The proof of Proposition 2.3 generalises to the canonical setting:
ą0 be well-formed. The weighted projective space Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q has at worst canonical singularities if and only if ř n i"0 tλ i κ{hu P t1, . . . , n´1u for each κ P t2, . . . , h´2u.
Proof. The proof parallels that of the terminal case, with the exception that P may contain nonvertex lattice points on its boundary BP . These points correspond to those height-one multiples of 1 h pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q such that tλ i κ{hu " 0 for some i P t0, . . . , nu. We have already seen in the proof of Proposition 2.3 that if κ is such that the corresponding point in Γ is at height n, then h´κ gives a point at height one. Furthermore, tλ i ph´κq{hu " 1´tλ i κ{hu ‰ 0. Conversely, if κ corresponds to a point in Γ at height one such that tλ i κ{hu ‰ 0 for all i P t0, . . . , nu, we see that h´κ gives a point at height n.
As a consequence of Proposition 2.5 we have a combinatorial proof of the following: Corollary 2.6. Let pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q P Z n`1 ą0 be well-formed, and let P Ă N Q be the n-simplex associated with the corresponding weighted projective space. If λ j | h then
where F j :" convtρ 0 , . . . , ρ j´1 , p ρ j , ρ j`1 , . . . , ρ n u is the facet of P not containing ρ j .
Proof. Suppose that v is a non-zero, non-vertex lattice point in P . The ray from the origin through v intersects the boundary of P at some (possibly rational) pointv P BP . In particular, v must lie on some facet F j of P , so that there exist non-negative rational coefficients
Let 0 ă a{b ď 1, gcdta, bu " 1, be such that v " pa{bqv`p1´a{bq0. Then:
where
By Proposition 2.5 we know that there exists κ P t2, . . . , h´2u such that:
By uniqueness of barycentric coordinates, the coefficients in equations (2.1) and (2.2) are equal. In particular, "
With a little rearranging we see that tλ j κ{hu bh " pbpκ´1q`aq λ j , and so bh | pbpκ´1q`aq λ j . Now suppose that λ j | h. Then there exists m P Z ą0 such that h " mλ j . In particular, bm | bpκ´1q`a and so b | a. But gcdta, bu " 1, so a " b " 1 and v "v; i.e. v P F j .
Remark 2.7. Recall that P is reflexive if and only if λ i | h for each i P t0, . . . , nu (see, for example, [CK99, Lemma 3.5.6]). An immediate consequence of Corollary 2.6 is that any Gorenstein weighted projective space has at worst canonical singularities (of course this is known to be true more generally for all Gorenstein toric vareities [Rei80, Corollary 3.6]).
Connections with Ehrhart theory. The proofs of Propositions 2.3 and 2.5 have natural interpretations in terms of Ehrhart theory. Let pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q P Z n`1 ą0 be well-formed and let P be the n-simplex associated with the corresponding weighted projective space. Define:
Then ř n j"0 δ j " h, and δ :" pδ 0 , δ 1 , . . . , δ n q is the Ehrhart δ-vector (or h˚-vector) of P , that is,
is a rational function whose power-series expansion Ehr P ptq " c 0`c1 t`c 2 t 2`. . . is a generating function for the number of lattice points in successive dilations c m " |mP X N | of P .
For a general lattice polytope Q Ă N Q , the δ i are known to satisfy certain conditions; see [BDLD`05, Theorem 3.5] for a concise overview. In particular, δ 0 " 1, δ 1 " |Q X N |´n´1, δ n " |Q˝X N |, and VolpQq " ř n j"0 δ j . In our setting we see that if P is terminal then δ " p1, 1, δ 2 , . . . , δ n´1 , 1q, and if P is canonical then δ " p1, δ 1 , δ 2 , . . . , δ n´1 , 1q.
Definition 2.8. We call a sequence of integers pa 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n q shifted palindromic (or shifted symmetric) if a 0 " 1 and a i`1 " a n´i for each i P t0 . . . , n´1u.
Corollary 2.9 (cf. [Kas06a, Corollary 1.5(ii)]). Let X " Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q have at worst canonical singularities, such that gcdtλ i , hu " 1 for all i P t0, . . . , nu. Then X has at worst terminal singularities, and the corresponding simplex P Ă N Q has a shifted palindromic δ-vector.
and since gcdtλ i , hu " 1 by assumption, we conclude that tλ i κ{hu ‰ 0 for any κ P t1, . . . , h´1u.
In particular this tells us that tλ i ph´κq{hu " 1´tλ i κ{hu, and so
Hence δ j " δ n`1´j and so P has a shifted palindromic δ-vector. Finally, since X is canonical we have that δ n " 1, hence δ 1 " 1 and so X is terminal.
Remark 2.10. Suppose that X " Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q is a terminal weighted projective space whose associated simplex P " convtρ 0 , ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n u has shifted palindromic δ-vector. Then the singularities of X can be regarded as being "as far from Gorenstein as possible". By this we mean the following: Let F i :" convtρ 0 , . . . , ρ i´1 , p ρ i , ρ i`1 , . . . , ρ n u be the facet of P not containing ρ i . Then, in general, heightpF i q¨VolpF i q " λ i . By [Hig10, Theorem 2.1] P has shifted palindromic δ-vector if and only if VolpF i q " 1 for each i, hence P has shifted palindromic δ-vector if and only if each facet F i is at height λ i . This stands in contrast to the Gorenstein case, where every facet is at height one.
Classifications in dimension four
We are now almost in a position to classify all weighted projective spaces in dimension four with at worst terminal (or canonical) singularities. Before we can proceed, we require two additional results. First, [Kas09, Theorem 3.5] provides an upper bound on the ratio λ i {h:
Theorem 3.1 ([Kas09, Theorem 3.5]). Let X " Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q be a weighted projective space with at worst canonical singularities, where the weights are ordered λ 0 ď λ 1 ď . . . ď λ n . Then, for any i P t2, . . . , nu, we have:
Furthermore, if X has at worst terminal singularities then the inequalities are strict.
For fixed h, Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 3.1 allow us to efficiently search through the candidate weights. Proposed weights can then be tested using Proposition 2.3 (or Proposition 2.5). However, we still require a bound on h.
In the three-dimensional terminal case, a bound h ď 30 was constructed in [Kas06a] via a recursive search. Armed with the terminal classification, [Kas10] extended this to a canonical classification via the so-called "minimal" simplices; this avoided the need to obtain a additional bound on h in the canonical case. Rather than attempting to mirror this approach in dimension four, we shall make use of a recently announced result of Averkov, Kruempelmann, and Nill. By using the techniques developed in [Ave12] , they were able to generalise the bounds on reflexive simplices established in [Nil07] :
Definition 3.2. The Sylvester sequence is a sequence y i of positive integers defined by:
We also define the sequence t m :" y m´1 , for all m P Z ě0 . Furthermore this bound is sharp: VolpP q " 2t 2 n´1 if and only if P is isomorphic to the reflexive simplex dual to Pp1, 1, 2t n´1 {y n´2 , . . . , 2t n´1 {y 0 q.
When P Ă N Q is a polytope associated with weighted projective space, VolpP q " h. An application of Theorem 3.3 gives the bound h ă 3528 (the theorem allows us to exclude the case h " 3528). Theorem 3.6. Let pλ 0 , λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 q P Z 5 ą0 be well-formed such that X " Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 q has at worst canonical singularities. Then:
(i) Up to reordering, there are precisely 338,752 possible weights; (ii) The maximum value h " 3486 is attained only in the case p41, 42, 498, 1162, 1743q; (iii) The maximum degree p´K X q 4 " 3528 is attained only in the case p1, 1, 12, 28, 42q.
Of course Theorem 3.6(iii) agrees with Theorem 3.3. Whether the relationship between the weights of maximum degree in the terminal and canonical cases is coincidental, or whether it is indicative of a deeper result when n ě 4, is unknown. We do note, however, that Pp1, 1, t n´1 {y n´2 , . . . , t n´1 {y 0 q is always terminal:
Lemma 3.7. The weighted projective space X " Pp1, 1, t n´1 {y n´2 , . . . , t n´1 {y 0 q of degree
is terminal, for n ě 2, and the associated simplex in N Q has shifted palindromic δ-vector.
Proof. When n ă 4 we have P 2 and Pp1, 1, 2, 3q, both of which are terminal. Suppose that n ě 4. We know from [Nil07, Theorem A] (or Theorem 3.3) that Pp1, 1, 2t n´1 {y n´2 , . . . , 2t n´1 {y 0 q is Gorenstein. Set h 1 " 1`1`2t n´1 {y n´2`. . .`2t n´1 {y 0 . Then 2t n´1 {y i | h 1 for each i P t0 . . . , n´2u. Now consider h " 1`1`t n´1 {y n´2`. . .`t n´1 {y 0 . Since h 1 " 2h´2, we conclude that:
In particular, gcdtt n´1 {y i , hu " 1. If we can show that X is canonical, the result follows by Corollary 2.9. Let Y " Pp1, t n´1 {y n´2 , . . . , t n´1 {y 0 q, where the weights are given by the Sylvester weight system of length n´1. This has sum of weights h´1, so by (3.1) we see that Y is Gorenstein. In particular, Y is canonical. Let P X Ă N Q and P Y Ă N 1 Q be simplices associated with X and Y , respectively, and suppose that there exists a non-zero lattice point v P P X˝. We will show that this implies the existence of a non-zero lattice point in P Y˝, contradicting Y being canonical. This is straight forward. After suitable change of basis we may assume that vertpP X q " te 1 , . . . , e n , p´1,´t n´1 {y n´2 , . . . ,´t n´1 {y 0 qu , where the e i are the standard basis elements for N . Similarly, we may assume that vertpQ X q " tf 1 , . . . , f n´1 , p´t n´1 {y n´2 , . . . ,´t n´1 {y 0 qu , where the f i are the standard basis elements for N 1 . Since the vertices of P X generate the lattice, we can write v " µ 0 e 1`µ1 e 2`. . .`µ n´1 e n`µn p´1,´t n´1 {y n´2 , . . . ,´t n´1 {y 0 q, for some µ i ą 0, ř n i"0 µ i " 1. Then
n´1 {y n´2 , . . . ,´t n´1 {y 0 q is a non-zero lattice point in N 1 contained in the strict interior of P Y .
Remark 3.8. When n " 3 the bound p´K X q 3 ď 72, with equality given by Pp1, 1, 1, 3q and Pp1, 1, 4, 6q, was conjectured by Fano and Iskovskikh in the case when X is a canonical Gorenstein Fano variety, and proven by Prokhorov [Pro05] . It was also shown to hold in the case when X is a (not necessarily Gorenstein) canonical toric Fano variety in [Kas10, Theorem 3.6].
If n ě 4 and X is a canonical Gorenstein Fano variety, the conjecture that p´K X q n ď 2t 2 n´1 , with equality only in the case Pp1, 1, 2t n´1 {y n´2 , . . . , 2t n´1 {y 0 q, was proposed by Nill [Nil07, Conjecture 2.1]. The classification of the 4-dimensional reflexive polytopes [KS00] confirms this holds for all Gorenstein toric Fano 4-folds.
In the terminal case, we notice that the largest degree for a terminal Gorenstein toric Fano 4-fold is 800: this occurs only once, for the reflexive polytope convtp1, 0, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0, 0q, p0, 0, 1, 0q, p0, 0, 0,˘1q, p´1,´1,´1,´3qu.
(In fact the corresponding toric variety is non-singular.) This does not contradict the obvious conjecture that the weighted projective space in Lemma 3.7 is the unique terminal toric Fano n-fold of maximum degree.
One-point lattice simplices. Given the classification of terminal weights, it is possible to classify all one-point lattice simplices, up to lattice translation and change of basis.
Definition 3.9. Let P Ă N Q be an n-simplex such that BP X N " vertpP q (such polytopes are often referred to as clean) and |P˝X N | " 1. Then we call P a one-point lattice simplex.
Because of their natural combinatorial definition, one-point lattice simplices -and their generalisation to k-point lattice simplices -have been studied extensively (for example, [Rez86, Rez06, Duo08] ). They also have a natural interpretation in terms of toric geometry: After translation we may insist that P˝X N " t0u, hence P corresponds to a terminal fake weighted projective space [Buc08, Kas09] . That is, the spanning fan of P corresponds to a rank-one Q-factorial toric variety X with at worst terminal singularities. The three-dimension one-point lattice simplices were first classified in [Kas06a] in this context. Let vertpP q " tρ 0 , ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n u Ă N . Since 0 P P˝there exists a (unique) positive collection of weights pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q P Z n`1 ą0 , gcdtλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n u " 1, such that ř n i"0 λ i ρ i " 0. Define the multiplicity of P to be the index multpP q :" rN : Zρ 0`Z ρ 1`. . .`Zρ n s of the sublattice generated by the vertices. (iv) If P is terminal (resp. canonical) then Q is terminal (resp. canonical) and
Remark 3.11. A consequence of Theorem 3.10 is that VolpP q " multpP qVolpQq. Dualising we obtain p´K X q n " p´K Y q n { multpP q. Hence the maximum degree amongst all fake weighted projective spaces of fixed dimension and prescribed singularities is always attained by a weighted projective space Y .
Theorems 3.5 and 3.10 allow us to make a complete classification of all four-dimensional onepoint lattice simplices (or, equivalently, all four-dimensional terminal fake weighted projective spaces). We summarise this classification 2 :
Theorem 3.12. That the bound on the volume given by Theorem 3.5(ii) and by Theorem 3.12(iii) agree is unexpected. We observe that the simplex has shifted palindromic δ-vector p1, 1, 439, 439, 1q.
Terminal Gorenstein weighted projective space
Let pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q P Z n`1 ą0 be well-formed. In what follows we shall require that λ i | h for each i P t0, . . . , nu. Equivalently, the associated weighted projective space Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q is Gorenstein, that is, that the corresponding n-simplex P Ă N Q is reflexive.
Definition 4.1. Suppose that λ i | h for each i P t0, . . . , nu. We define spκq :"ˇˇ i P t0, . . . , nu | tλ i κ{hu " 0 (ˇˇ.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that λ i | h for each i P t0, . . . , nu. Then:
Proof. Set k " spκ`1q. We may assume that, after possible reordering of the λ i , tλ i pκ`1q{hu " 0 for i P t0, . . . , k´1u. Then tλ i κ{hu " 1´λ i {h for each i P t0, . . . , k´1u, and tλ i pκ`1q{hu " tλ i κ{hu`λ i {h for each i P tk, . . . , nu. Hence:
To prove (ii), notice that:
Hence:
Definition 4.3. Suppose that λ i | h. We say that κ is a jump point for λ i if tλ i κ{hu " 0, and that the jump points of λ i are of order k i , where
Corollary 4.4. Suppose that λ i | h for each i P t0, . . . , nu and that the corresponding Gorenstein weighted projective space has at worst terminal singularities. Then spκq ď n´3 for all κ P t2, . . . , h´2u. In particular,
for all sequences of length n´2 given by omitting k i , k j , and k l , where 0 ď i ă j ă l ď n.
Proof. By Proposition 2.3 we know that, for each κ P t2, . . . , h´2u, ř n i"0 tλ i κ{hu ě 2, hence spκq ď n´3. As a consequence,
Proposition 4.5. Let pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q P Z n`1 ą0 be well-formed such that λ i | h for each i P t0, . . . , nu. The weighted projective space Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q has at worst terminal Gorenstein singularities if and only if ř n i"0 tλ i κ{hu P t2, . . . , n´2u for each κ P t2, . . . , h´3u.
Proof. Since the λ i | h, we know that X " Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q is Gorenstein. Suppose that X has at worst terminal singularities. By Proposition 2.3 we know that 2 ď ř n i"0 tλ i κ{hu ď n´1 for all κ P t2, . . . , h´2u. Suppose that ř n i"0 tλ i κ{hu " n´1 for some κ P t2, . . . , h´3u. By Table 2 . The ten candidate values of k 5 , k 4 , and k 3 found in the proof of Theorem 4.7.
k
Lemma 4.2(i) we have that spκ`1q`ř n i"0 tλ i pκ`1q{hu " n, and by Lemma 4.2(ii) we see that ř n i"0 tλ i ph´κ´1q{hu " 1, which is a contradiction. Conversely suppose that ř n i"0 tλ i κ{hu P t2, . . . , n´2u for each κ P t2, . . . , h´3u. In order to apply Proposition 2.3, and so conclude that X is terminal, we need to show that ř n i"0 tλ i ph´2q{hu P t2, . . . , n´1u. Since ř n i"0 t2λ i {hu " 2, we conclude that sp2q " 0 by Lemma 4.2(i). Hence ř n i"0 tλ i ph´2q{hu " n´1 by Lemma 4.2(ii). Theorem 4.6. If X " Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 q is a four-dimensional terminal Gorenstein weighted projective space then X is isomorphic to either P 4 or Pp1, 1, 1, 1, 2q.
Proof. Without loss of generality we shall assume that λ 0 ď . . . ď λ 4 . Proposition 4.5 gives that ř 4 i"0 tλ i κ{hu " 2 for κ P t2, . . . , h´3u. Applying this to Lemma 4.2(ii) yields spκq " 1 for κ P t3, . . . , h´3u, and that sp2q " 0.
Suppose that h ě 6. Since sp3q " 1, it must be that the jump points for λ 4 have order 3. In particular, 3 | h. Let us assume for a contradiction that h ě 9. Since sp2q " 0 and sp4q " 1, and since the jump points for λ 4 have order 3 ffl 4, we have that the jump points for λ 3 must have order 4. Similarly, since sp5q " 1, we see that the jump points for λ 2 have order 5. Since 3 | h and 5 | h we have that h ě 15. But lcmt3, 4u " 12, which tells us that sp12q ě 2, contradicting the requirement that sp12q " 1.
Hence we have that h ď 6. There are only two possibilities: either h " 5 or h " 6. In the former case we obtain λ 0 " . . . " λ 4 " 1, corresponding to P 4 . The latter case gives weights λ 0 " . . . " λ 3 " 1 and λ 4 " 2, corresponding to Pp1, 1, 1, 1, 2q.
Theorem 4.7. If X " Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ 5 q is a five-dimensional terminal Gorenstein weighted projective space then X is isomorphic to one of P 5 , Pp1 4 , 2 2 q, Pp1 2 , 2 2 , 3 2 q, or Pp1 3 , 2, 3, 4q.
Proof. We may assume that the weights are in increasing order, λ 0 ď . . . ď λ 5 . With notation as above, let k i P Z be such that k i λ i " h for each i P t0, . . . , 5u. Theorem 3.1 tells us that k i ą 7´i, for i P t2, 3, 4, 5u. In particular k 5 ą 2, k 4 ą 3 and k 3 ą 4. Proposition 4.5 gives that ř 5 i"0 tλ i κ{hu P t2, 3u for κ P t2, . . . , h´3u, and Corollary 4.4 tells us that h " lcmtk 5 , k 4 , k 3 u. We shall assume that λ 5 ‰ 1. Thus we have that h ě 7. If k 5 ą 4 then, by Lemma 4.2(i), ř 5 i"0 t4λ i {hu " 4 ą 3, a contradiction. Hence k 5 " 3 or 4. k 5 " 3: We have that 3 | h, and so h ě 9. Now ř 5 i"0 tλ i κ{hu ď 3 for κ P t2, . . . , 6u. If k 4 ě 6 then ř 5 i"0 t5λ i {hu " 4. Hence k 4 " 4 or 5. k 4 " 4: Suppose that λ 3 ‰ 1. Then h ě 12. If h 3 ě 7 then ř 5 i"0 t6λ i {hu " 4. Hence k 3 " 5 or 6. k 4 " 5: We have that h ě 20. In k 3 ě 7 then ř 5 i"0 t6λ i {hu " 4. Hence k 3 " 5 or 6. These results are summarised in Table 2 . Knowing h, the values of λ 5 , λ 4 and λ 3 are trivial to calculate. Hence we also know the value of the sum λ 0`λ1`λ2 . Since λ 2 ă h{5 by Theorem 3.1, λ 2 ď λ 3 , and λ i | h, it is an easy task to calculate all possible values λ 0 ď λ 1 ď λ 2 .
For the sake of completeness we shall reproduce this calculation here in two cases, leaving the remainder to the reader.
h " 84: We have that k 5 " 3, k 4 " 4, and k 3 " 7. Hence λ 5 " 28, λ 4 " 21, and λ 3 " 12.
This means that λ 0`λ1`λ2 " 23, and λ 0 ď λ 1 ď λ 2 ď λ 3 " 12. The only possibility is λ 0 " 4, λ 1 " 7, and λ 2 " 12. h " 105: We have that k 5 " 3, k 4 " 5, and k 3 " 7, giving λ 5 " 35, λ 4 " 21, and λ 3 " 15.
We have that λ 0`λ1`λ2 " 34, with λ 0 ď λ 1 ď λ 2 ď λ 3 " 15. Since the only positive integers dividing 105 which are at most 15 are 15, 7, 5, 3, and 1, we see that a total 34 cannot be made. Hence we must rule out this possibility.
The case when h " 15 is similarly impossible. The resulting candidate weights are collected in Table 3 . All but five of the weights fail to satisfy Proposition 2.4; in order to rule out the case p1, 3, 5, 5, 6, 10q we notice that lcmt30{5, 30{5, 30{10u " 6 ‰ 30, contradicting Corollary 4.4. Finally, the remaining four weights can be verified to be terminal by Proposition 4.5.
Computer-generated classifications in higher dimensions
Our aim is to construct well-formed weights λ 0 ď λ 1 ď . . . ď λ n , λ i | h, such that the corresponding Gorenstein weighted projective space has at worst terminal singularities. We begin by establishing bounds on the k i .
Corollary 5.1. Let X " Ppλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q be a terminal Gorenstein weighted projective space with λ n ě λ i , λ n ‰ 1. Then k n ď n´1.
Proof. We know that ř n i"0 tλ i {hu " 1. Since λ n ‰ 1 we know that h ě n`2. Hence h´3 ě n´1. Proposition 4.5 tells us that ř n i"0 tλ i κ{hu ď n´2 for κ P t2, . . . , n´1u. Hence, by Lemma 4.2(i), there must exist a κ P t2, . . . , n´1u such that spκq ą 0. In particular, k n ď n´1.
The following proposition can be used to provide an inductive bound on the k i . Notice that the statement makes no distinction between terminal and canonical cases. 
Proof. We shall prove by induction that:
for all i P t0, . . . , nu.
Recall that h " ř n i"0 λ i , so that:
Rearranging gives us:
Collecting together the k 0 terms gives what will form the base case of our induction:
Now suppose that, for some m P t0, . . . , n´1u, we have:
Since k m ě k m`1 ą 0 we obtain:
Collecting together the k m`1 terms on the right of the inequality gives:
Thus we have proved (5.1). Finally, observe that ś n j"i`1 k j ą 0, and so (5.1) gives us:
Now k 0 ą 0, and so equation (5.2) tells us that the term in parenthesis is positive. Dividing through yields the result.
We will assume that n ě 3 and that λ n ą 1 (so that the weights corresponding to P n are excluded from what follows). It makes sense to split the computation of possible weights into two parts: first we calculate the possible values for k n ď k n´1 ď . . . ď k 3 ; second, we calculate the values for λ 2 ě λ 1 ě λ 0 .
The possible k i , i ě 3, are calculated inductively. Theorem 3.1 provides the general lower bound k i ě n´i`3, Corollary 5.1 provides an upper bound for k n , and k i , i ‰ n is bounded above by Proposition 5.2: 3 ď k n ď n´1, maxtk i`1 , n´i`3u ď k i ď i`1 1´n ř j"i`1 1 k j , for i P t3, . . . , n´1u.
By exploiting the fact that k n ď k n´1 ď . . . ď k 0 is an increasing sequence, the upper bound max i for k i can potentially be refined. By Lemma 4.2(i) we know the value of ř n i"0 tλ i κ{hu for κ P t2, . . . , k i`1´1 u. We can attempt to extend this range out to max i´1 and look for the first contradiction to Proposition 2.3 or Proposition 4.5. We describe this process in psedo-code: 
S Ð 1 for κ " 2 to max i´1 do S Ð S`1 for j " i`1 to n do if k j | κ then S Ð S´1 end if end for if S ą n´1 and κ ă max i´2 then max i Ð κ`2 else if S ą n´2 and κ ă max i´3 then max i Ð κ`3 else if S ă 2 and κ ă max i´2 then max i Ð κ`2 end if end for Once a choice of k n ď k n´1 ď . . . ď k 3 has been made, h can be recovered by Corollary 4.4. Hence λ n ě λ n´1 ě . . . ě λ 3 and the sum λ 0`λ1`λ2 are known. Calculating the possible choices for λ 2 ě λ 1 ě λ 0 is then a finite search. Of course the resulting candidate weights pλ 0 , λ 1 , . . . , λ n q might not correspond to a terminal weighted projective space: this can be checked using Proposition 4.5.
Theorem 5.3. Let X be a six-dimensional terminal Gorenstein weighted projective space. Up to reordering, X has one of the eighteen weights given in Table 4 . The number of terminal Gorenstein weighted projective spaces grows surprisingly slowly 3 . Table 1 records this growth; the largest degree p´K X q n and corresponding weights are recorded in Table 5 ; the weights attaining the largest occurring value of h are recorded in Table 6 .
